◊ Trolling

Contact Us:
(670) 672 -3599
info@backersguide.com

◊ Village trip
Charged Activities
sea breeze flowing through.
features 32 beds which are divided into four bed
Perfect for budget travelers, the Paradise Dorm
PARADISE DORM

fishing and a massage parlor available at the
boarding, tubing, game fishing, night line
◊ Kayaking in the lagoon. Then there is the wake
◊ Beach Volleyball.

dorm, Large double doors opening on to a private
the beach away from the main bure and Paradise
Shared bathroom facilities, Quiet location just off
amenities available at the resort are as follows:
and take in the ambient influences.   Some of the
They offer a fabulous way to sit back and relax

on the “Yasawa Flyer” a 300 capacity catamaran,

◊ Scuba Diving,

Our “Backers” tour desk will arrange your booking

◊ Walking,

Travel Information

◊ Jogging,
◊ Trekking,
◊ Hiking,

◊ Snorkel

◊ Bush walking,

May to October. Guided Snorkeling trip

offer its guests. These include
Manta ray Island Resort has a lot of activities to

The tree house bure are ideal for couples and
TREE HOUSE BURE

◊ Snorkeling is the main highlight as this trip

show your “Benefits” card.
discount on all chargeable activities = just
Activities – “Backers” guest receive 10%

Accommodation

Manta Rays when it’s the season which is from
will give you the opportunity to swim with the

more comfort and privacy to enjoy their holidays.
friends who are travelling together and seek a bit

All transfer costs are included in your

leaving at 8.30am each morning from Denarau

◊ Crab Catching,
balcony, Mosquito Net, Comfortable double or twin

Hotel.

Marina. A bus collects guests at Nadi Bay Resort

◊ Massage (Foot/ Traditional etc)

beds (twin = 2 x single beds).

booking.

Area & Resort Activities

◊ Trolling
◊ Manta swim

Area & Resort Activities

Facilities

Accommodation

When the mantarays are in season, we will

Located in the Yasawa Islands, 50 km from Nadi

These are some of the facilities available at the

Mantaray Island Resort has a wide range of

bet you that the experience of snorkeling

and with two stunningly white sandy beaches, it

resort:

accommodations for varying budgets. It is a place

among them will rank in the top ten events

provides the opportunity to experience both the

◊ Volleyball

without pretensions that exists solely to focus

of your life.

sunset and the sunrise.

◊ Dining Area

seeing that its guests are having a comfortable

The Yasawa Islands are completely different

modern style Island resort with essential facilities

◊ Bar

and thoroughly enjoyable stay at the island resort

from the Mamanuca and equally as special.

and comfortable, friendly accommodation.

◊ Live Entertainment

without any hassle. You will hardly find a cable TV,

◊ Hammocks

DVD player or a wireless hotspot in the rooms.

Mantaray Resort is a

People who love to ocean swim, snorkel and
◊

cubicles. It is built off the ground on silts, the large

resort. This is free of charge.
◊

opening windows, doors and ceiling fans ensure

Approved
◊

Introduction

that there is a constant refreshing and healing cool

Backer’s Guide To
Mantaray Is Resort

Cool Stuff to Know

dive would really enjoy themselves here.

The resort dining area provides you a great view of

◊ Boutique

Here the aim is to provide guests with a clean, tidy,

Relish with your friends and families the wake

the surrounding hillsides and delightful ocean views.

◊ Night Band

comfortable accommodation at an affordable rate

boarding, tubing, game fishing, night line

Bures are located near the shoreline and give you

◊ Sky TV in the entertainment Bure on the beach

and let nature take care of the rest.

fishing.

the chance to enjoy the sound of the ocean waves

◊ Internet Connection in the office

breaking while gaining restful, recharging sleep.

◊ Massage Parlor

JUNGLE BURE -The Jungle Bure is designed to send

◊ Laundry Service

you off to sleep each and every night with the sound
of the rhythmic waves breaking on the shoreline.
Only a few steps away from the beach, each bure is
built to allow the balmy sea breeze to whisp away
your cares. Amenities available in the rooms are;
Beach front location, away from the main bure and
Paradise dorm, Private balcony leading on to the
beach, Large ceiling fan, Odorless self composting
toilet, Tea and Coffee making facilities.

